Spying Challenge 2019
Stage 1 Report

Team Name: CL4IR
Participants: erdy, narsist, sesame
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Lictor Promotion Video
https://vimeo.com/341519795
1:19 Invaders symbol
48°50'39.9"N 2°22'54.7"E

Image 1: Coulée Verte René-Dumont @ Paris

1:21 Secret Gym Location
74 Avenue Daumesnil, 75012 Paris, France

Image 2: Gymnasium Daumesnil
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1:32 A letter and a document
Possible relation to Venezuela, the mission with image003 supports the
possible connection as well.

Image 3: A document and a letter from the Embassy of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela

1:41 French Passports and an online arms dealer

Image 4: Multiple French Passports

Image 5: An online arms dealer, most likely from darknet
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1:42 Essential Guide to Interrogation and Torture: CIA KUBARK
Counterintelligence Interrogation Manual

Image 6: Multiple books and magazines including CIA KUBARK’s Essential Guide to
Interrogation and Torture

1:57 A license plate from Ariège

Image 7: A car with the license plate 09-CC-001
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Lictor Contact Information
e-mail: contact@lictor.fr
phone: 0651345617
Trustpilot: https://www.trustpilot.com/review/www.lictor.fr
Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/user99589079
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/lictor/
Twitter: @Lictor_fr

People of Interest
Gustave Leproleau
Charles Martin
○ Has a problem with Lictor

Lictor Employees

Image 8: Lictor Employee Information on LinkedIn
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Image 9: Lictor Employee Information on LinkedIn

● Liliana Deloup
○ Twitter: @DeloupL
○ Badoo: https://badoo.com/profile/0712232572
○ 07 66 31 94 29
○ DOB: April 14 1986
○ https://l4nigr0m4nt3.skyrock.com/
○ alias: L4Nigr0m4nt3
○ Email: l.nigromante@yahoo.com
○ https://github.com/L4Nigr0m4nt3
○ https://www.reddit.com/user/L4Nigr0m4nt3
○ https://www.hellboundhackers.org/user/L4Nigr0m4nt3.html
○ Discord username: L4Nigr0m4nt3#8678, member of
'HackThePlanet'
○ Very much into Bodybuilding and Black Muscular Men
● Jack Barrel
○ jackbarrelx@gmail.com
○ Appears to be a gun enthusiast
○ Works on a boat according to Liliana
● Jacques Poireaux
○ Recently cheated on
○ Sees women as prey (in a sexual sense)
○ www.facebook.com/jacques.poireaux.52
○ Lives on 111 Rue de Tolbiac, 75013 Paris, France
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○ Phone number +33782035375
● Matthias Muller
● Thomas Stoll
● Talisa Nala
○ Office Manager at Victor
○ IG: @talisanala
○ +33767563948
○ Into food and modelling
○ Recently Married
● Fikret Sprital
○ Twitter: @FikretSpritz
○ From Kosovo worked in Kosovo intelligence
○ https://www.facebook.com/fikret.spritz.5
○ Possibly deals arms such as AKM
○ Loves DOOM
There is also a mentioning of a person named “Paulo” but we were not able to
find his identity.

Image 10: Jacques Poireaux’s mention of Paulo
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Charles Martin
Charles seems to be an employee of Lictor on LinkedIn, however Lictor claims that
he is lying.

Image 11: Charles Martin’s LinkedIn Profile

Claims that Lictor took his money but failed to protect him from the Yellow Berets
online. According to him, he had to flee.

Image 12: Charles Martin’s review on Lictor
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Image 13: First contact with Charles Martin

He claimed that someone named “Leprolo” or something similar had a hard time with
the Yellow Berets. He is possibly referring to Gustave Leproleau, who had wanted to
disband the Yellow Berets movement. Leproleau is now leading the Beret Court
movement.
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Liliana Deloup
She was the first person we made contact with. Using her name we found her on twitter:
@DeloupL. Which had a picture of her in the profile and a string in her bio
“profile/0712232572” which is definitely an account that she owns. But nothing came up
using google search. Upon inspecting her twitter profile picture we recognized the logo on
her computer which was badoo, a dating application.

Image 14: Liliana Deloup’s profile photo

Now that we had her badoo profile (https://badoo.com/profile/0712232572) We could see
what she was into.
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Image 15: Liliana Deloup’s Badoo profile.

We have created a fake black bodybuilder twitter account and gotten in touch with her. Using
that account we only were able to learn that she goes to the gym at “Rebook one at Opera !”
but was not able to since her work was taking too much time of her and we learned her
phone number “0766319429” which we already have gotten by applying for a job at Lictor.
On her badoo profile we see a photo of her using discord.

Image 16: Liliana Deloup on Discord
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Since there is only a single person online we learn that her hacker alias is “L4Nigr0m4nt3”
(based on the discussion that we see on the photo). Using discordhub.com we were able to
find her discord username and id “L4Nigr0m4nt3#8678” which we contacted. Doing a quick
google search and usernamecheck on ”L4Nigr0m4nt3” we find the following:
● https://github.com/L4Nigr0m4nt3
● https://www.hellboundhackers.org/user/L4Nigr0m4nt3.html
● https://l4nigr0m4nt3.skyrock.com/
Upon going through these we can easily see that she is into hacking and approaching her as
a hacker could be useful. Github account reveals her email address which is
“l.nigromante@yahoo.com” using “Forgot Password” on this mail address we can see that
her phone number begins with “07” and ends with “29” which proves L4Nigr0m4nt3 is
Liliana.

Image 17: Liliana Deloup’s phone number and hacker mail address.

In her following post, we can see that she asked for certain types of malware from the online
hacker community:
https://l4nigr0m4nt3.skyrock.com/3324193958-Cherche-botnet-malwr-RATs.html

The conversation seen on the discord channel was transcribed to english as below:
---Begin Transcription---
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L4Nigr0m4nt3: Azi flew (Azy envole)
14:51 - R00tk1t
CridexWin32.Cridex.exe : This worm can steal your personal information, including your
online banking user names and passwords. It can also steal your user names and
passwords for social networking websites
14:52 - You rock (Tu Geres)
14:52 - PiPiBoy3000: compatible Windows 10 ?
14:52 - R00tk1t : oualp
14:52 - R00tk1t : It runs from 7 to 10 last marj(?) (Ca gére de 7 a 10 derniére maj)
---End Transcription--The conversation suggest that Liliana is being supplied with the Cridex Malware. A
 fter
contacting Liliana, the persona, Verax #6817
was invited to the same discord group. The malware has been confirmed to be Cridex, by
the hash of “e369031b5439b81fec21f9224af205ad1ae06c710b1361b9c0530a0c62677a86”

Image 18: Excerpt from virus total query of the hash of the malware sent to Liliana Deloup, via
Discord.

Discord server is located at: HackThePlanet https://discord.gg/VsRrh3
The discord usernames of other parties involved in the discord group are as follows:
●
●
●
●
●
●

L4Nigr0m4nt3#8678
F4p#8930
Kiddy01#0346
PipiBoy3000#7143
R00tk1t#1169
Th3H4ck3r#6224
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Contact as VERAX (persona)
Ther persona of Verax is a hacker, dealing with malware development and 0-days.
After contacting with ‘L4Nigr0m4nt3#8678’ as Verax #6817 we have acquired the following
facts.
-

She dealt with the Shadow Brokers during the Equation leak.
She needs a RAT for governmental spying. For a Windows 10 workstation
She claims that she works alone but her ‘buddies’ sometimes send her new malware
samples and phishing kits.
She claims that she offers services and do not pay for malwares and exploits herself.
---Begin Transcription---

Verax Last Sunday at 2:58 AM
Wonderful! I've always wanted to see France some time :smile:
Are you guys working on anything? I'd like to lend a hand
L4Nigr0m4nt3 Last Sunday at 3:01 AM
You must Côme ans visit ! ;)
Come
I work Alone but my buddies sometimes sens me some malware samples
Or other new phishing kits.. Stuff l'île that
…
Verax Last Monday at 2:04 AM
Oooh what kinda stuff are you looking for? A know a friend who has a bunch of 0days /
malwares. Real quality stuff
L4Nigr0m4nt3 Last Monday at 6:43 PM
Ha i'm very interested. I néed both tbh
I nées more info about your 0days, on what type of softwares and what kind of malwares ?
My needs are very precise
Verax Last Monday at 8:01 PM
Well, there are a lot of choices. But I don't want to give too much info. What are your needs?
L4Nigr0m4nt3 Last Monday at 8:22 PM
Currently I néed a RAT for gouvernmental spying
Verax Last Monday at 8:23 PM
for which platforms?
L4Nigr0m4nt3 Last Monday at 8:24 PM
Windows, it's for a workstation
64bit
Windows 10
...
L4Nigr0m4nt3 Last Monday at 9:29 PM
I know but don't worry about pricing
I'm used to buy these kind of stuffs
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Verax Last Monday at 9:58 PM
Wow haha
How do you make that much money?
L4Nigr0m4nt3 Last Monday at 10:16 PM
I'm not buying for myself haha I'm not so rich
...
L4Nigr0m4nt3 Yesterday at 8:34 PM
If you know someone from thje Shadow brokers, ask them. I sometime dealt with them
especially during the Equation leak
I can't tell you more i'm sorry
---End Transcription---

Contact as Frank Johnson (persona)
The persona of Frank Johnson is a close protection officer with a background in advanced
firearms and special operations.
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Image 19: Excerpt from Frank Johnson’s (persona) resume.

A resume was sent to contact@lictor.fr to apply for a phsical security job. However, the
conversations with Liliana Deloup, suggested that Lictor could use Frank in different areas
involving firearms and danger, on “unethical” missions.
Liliana provided us with the phone number +337 66 31 94 29, for Frank to call back.
The important parts of the call made to Liliana Deloup is transcribed as below. However
please note that for technical reasons a recording was not possible and the text was
transcribed from memory and notes taken during the call. There may be slight differences
from the actual conversation, however not on the names, places and critical information
gathered.
---Begin Transcription--Liliana: Some of our operations can take place in different countries.
Frank: What kind of countries, for example?
Liliana: For instance, countries in Africa.
Frank: Well, all I need to go to Africa is malaria medicine and some vaccines and im good.
Liliana: Well...disease is not the most dangerous thing in those type of countries.
Frank: What kind of danger are we talking about?
Liliana: Countries like this can have war. People, with guns. Warfare. Do you know how
to use weapons?
Frank: Weapons? Yes. You mean guns right, not knives or….
Liliana: Yes, guns. Sorry for my English
Frank: No problem. Of course, I was trained in firearms. From pistols such as the Glock 17
and Glock 19 to AR15, AK Platform and many more.
…
…
...
Liliana: If we were to send you to Mali… (on a confidential mission)
(Suggests that there will be guns and danger)
…
…
…
Frank: Do you mean that the people could be unethical or the mission could be “unethical?”
Liliana: Yes the mission could be unethical.
Frank: I do not have a problem with unethical, I take pride in my job.
--Suggested: What exactly are we talking about? -Liliana: I am trying to not disclose too much about our job --Our clients are very private.
Frank: Thats alright. I understand confidentiality. I do not have a problem with your terms
Liliana: For these missions, you might have to…

---CALL BROKE FOR TECHNICAL REASONS--
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---End Transcription--The conversation suggests that Lictor is planning an “unethical” mission in Mali, West
Africa. The word “unethical” most certainly suggested killing in the above conversation.
Other calls were scheduled to gather more information, however they did not happen before
the report delivery deadline.

Talisa Nala
After adding her on LinkedIn we see that she has a instagram account and her mail is
revealed. Once We checked the instagram account it can be easily understood that she is
into food and modelling.

Image 20: Instagram post with Talisa Nala’s phone number
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In one of her instagram posts we can clearly see a phone number. After we called that
number a woman picked up and claimed to be the office manager for Lictor. Weact as a
client and she said her boss would call us but we did not receive anything.

Jacques Poireaux

Contact as Ayse (Persona)
Ayse wrote to Jacques Poireaux from facebook. As the two flirted, Jacques disclosed some
information on what kind of jobs he did. Later, Ayse suggested that she would like to apply
for the job and that she had the required experience. At this point Jacques disclosed that
Lictor was bringing in trucks full of FAMAS firearms illegally, into Turkey.
Jacques also provided Ayse his phone number, +33782035375.

Image 21: Ayse’s conversation with Jacques Poireaux

Important parts of the conversation can be found below, as is.
Note: Some parts were redacted because of irrelevance and some because of security
reasons.
---Start Excerpt--…
…
...
Jacques: It is not when you are used to it, as one of them, I specialize in close combat so
my body is ready for anything 😉
…
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…
...
Ayse: Who's ass do you kick?
Jacques: mostly privates army
so you want to be a saleswoman ?
…
…
...
Jacques: I get it , I was in Turkey 1 month ago
The mission I got there was quite hard
…
…
...
I was securing a truck along the road
Ayse: Which city?
…
…
...
Jacques: well a bit of everytown
I was mostly going thruogh turkey
well some ass where kicked indeed
but mostly because we had no choice
…
…
...
Jacques: oooh, well we needed a place to be for a short while and people were not following
what was previously agreed
Ayse: But they followed?
Jacques: one way or another as we would say
…
…
...
Ayse: So tell me. What kind of a job would Lictor send me to do?
Jacques: Well the truck I was talking to you was full of FAMAS, for exemple
Another Turk in the team would have been useful
…
…
...
Ayse: So, you already have a Turk in the team?
Jacques: Well he is not around at the moment but we had one last trip not much of a net guy
though
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Ayse: What do you mean a net guy?
Jacques: Well we have to force him to use a phone once in a while ah ah
…
…
…
Jacques: I think that we should meet next week
I know a small café near my appartment
care for a drink ?
Ayse: Alright

What is it called?

Jacques: Le Prétexte rue Baudricourt
à Paris
…
…
...
Ayse: How close are you?
Jacques: nice !
same street, I can carry you to my flat no trouble
…
…
...
Ayse: Oh, do you have a phone number?
Jacques: well hopefully I will get a new phone by next week
so it is +33782035375
…
…
…
---End Excerpt---

Jacques reveals that he lives on the same street as Le Prétexte rue Baudricourt
à Paris.
A quick google search reveals the location of the cafe reveals its location.
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He is referring to either Rue de Tolbiac or Rue de Baudricourt as the cafe is intersecting
with both streets. However, the cafe is officially on Rue de Tolbiac.

Image 22: Jacques Poireaux’s location

111 Rue de Tolbiac, 75013 Paris, France.

Fikret Sprital
We have found Fikret Sprital’s Twitter profile (@FikretSpritz) after checking Liliana Deloup’s
followers.
He follows 19 accounts, mostly Kosovo and DOOM related.
His post submitted on June 27 2019 with the caption ‘New Swiss Watch. I've come a long
way, but I won't forget where I come from. #lictor’ shows a Swiss watch with a Russian text
on a paper. When translated to English iIt says:
‘Dear Fikret, What is the price for 50 AKM we talked about on the phone for a day? Mie
needs the quickest answer, my client needs it urgently. Do not forget our meeting on June
29th. If you have any problems, let me know. With all my confidence, Borislav Dragovic’
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Image 23: Fikret Sprital’s post at the 27th of June

This suggests that he is planning to cell 50 AKMs to Borislav Dragovic, and has a meeting at
the 29th of June with him.

Gustave Leproleau
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Youtube Account: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQ_CFSAQ5tr-2T87hrQynUw
(has liked videos public)
A possible beret fetishist http://club.doctissimo.fr/berettc/
DOB: September 15, 1984
Liked videos on youtube suggests he deleted his social media accounts
Into sport cars
Used to be the leader of the Yellow Beret’s movement.
Wanted to disband the movement, however, was forced by an unknown party
(possibly linked to Lictor) to continue the movement.
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●
●
●

Cares about the environment
The movement now continues under the name “Beret Court”, Short Berets.
He has a youtube account on which he regularly posts videos of himself.

Analysis of Videos
Timeline:
Video 1 - Renoveau (Published on 12 Jun 2019), 15:34
Video 3 - Analyse 001 (Published on 18 Jun 2019)
Video 4 - Appel écologique (Published on 18 Jun 2019)
Video 5 - Appel international arround the world (Published on 25 Jun 2019)
Video 6 - Appel international the end (Published on 25 Jun 2019) - Has a knife.
Video 7 - Analyse du jour 002 (Published on 26 Jun 2019)
Video 8 - Je me casses (Published on 30 Jun 2019)
Video 9 - Formation Ninja (Published on 1 Jul 2019)
Video 10 - Sur le vif (Published on 2 Jul 2019)
Video 11 - Séjour en Camargue (Published on 3 Jul 2019)
Video 12 - Analyse 004 (Published on 3 Jul 2019)
Video 13 - (Published on 3 Jul 2019)
Video 14 - Complément d'analyse. À regarder après la suivante car (Published on 3 Jul
2019)
Video 15 - Analyse 004 sans blocage (Published on 3 Jul 2019)
Video 16 - Explications (Published on 3 Jul , 2019)

On the first video (Renouveau) the time is 15:34 as seen on local television. He talks about
the movement, and that he wants to spread the movement more. He has vanished for a
while. Is armed with a musket. Declares that he would not be found and that even if he is
found, he would open fire. Must be regarded as armed and dangerous.
In the second video, he is seen drinking JADE Pur Malt Beer and with a bar of Chocolat
Noir, visible on table. He seems to care about the environment. He claims he spoke with
Phillip multiple times.
At one point, he visits a commune with "According to wikipedia has 98.170 residents". Here
he is seen reading a copy of Le Canard enchaîné.
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Image 24: Gustave Leproleau reading a newspaper Image 25: The newspaper Gustave is reading

He talks about “his woman” and that she will arrive.
In his later posts, he claims he does not have enough funds, multiple times.
He is seen in possession of a black backpack.
He claims he does not use social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook and that
the following facebook account does not belong to him:
https://www.facebook.com/BeretsTC/
Now on, he will support the movement of Les bérets tout court.
In the video “Formation Ninja” (Published on 1 Jul 2019), we see him in a two story building,
with three window frames on the lower floor. The time appears to be around 8:35.
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Image 26: Gustave Leproleau with a clock in the background

We can see a church or some sort of cathedral, outside of the building he resides in.

Image 27: The church / cathedral located in the video

On the youtube video comments section, it has been suggested that this is the Cathedral of
Albi. This information was removed later on, and has been proven to be incorrect.

To the left, are the windows on the building Gustave Leproleau could see. To the right is the
windows of the Cathedral of Albi.
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Images 28, 29: Related cathedral windows

Even though we have confirmed that the location is not near Cathedral of Albi, we could not
determine the precise location of where this video was taken.

A person, who Gustave Leproleau calls “Hacker Ninja 001” can be seen in the video,
wearing a white mask.

Image 30: Footage of Hacker Ninja 001
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On the video “Sur le vif” (published on 2 Jul 2019) the navigation on his car suggests that he
is around Rue de la Plaine des Bouchers, 67100 Strasbourg, France.

Image 31: Estimated location on the video Sur le vif

By examining the video closely, we can see the name “PAUL KATZ” written on one of the
buildings he passes by his car.
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Image 32: Foorage of the Paul Katz sign

Image 33: Google information about Paul Katz

Further search reveals the location of Katz Paul Ets, 90 Rue de la Plaine des Boucers,
67100 Strasbourg, France.
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Image 34: Estimated location according to Katz Paul Ets’ loccation

His car is parked at the right side of the road, provided that Katz Paul Ets is to his west. This
suggests that he is heading north.
On the video “Séjour en Camargue” (published on 3 July 2019),
We can see that he shot the video around 6:20, from the clock on the building in the back.
The video title suggests that he is in Camargue, however the video itself gives us reason to
believe he is in Paris.
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Image 35: Clock located in the video Séjour en Camargue

In the same video, we can see that his license plate number is FF-323-KS.

Image 36: Gustave Leproleau’s license plate

He is seen in front of a sign that reads “Impasse de l'Église”
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Image 37: Impasse de l'Église sign

We have not been able to identify where Leproleou was in Camargue, France around 6:20
on the 3rd of July, 2019.
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Overview of Gustave Leproleau’s Movements
Recognition:
Gustave Leproleau seems to be travelling around France. He is thought to be on the run
from an unknown party. He wears black glasses, black beret and a chain on his neck. He
has been spotted with a black backpack in one of his videos. He has been seen in a black
crew neck t-shirt and a black collared (Polo style) t-shirt. He rolls his sleeves up. He has a
stubble beard. Seen driving a white car with the license plate FF-323-KS.
Places Believed to Have Visited, In Chronological Order:
1 Jul 2019, 8:35, Unknown Location, Safe House (with what seems like a church/cathedral)
2 Jul 2019, Unknown Time, 90 Rue de la Plaine des Boucers, 67100, Strasbourg
3 Jul 2019, 6:20, en Camargue, France. (White car, FF-323-KS)
Destination
Gustave Leproleau is expected to will visit Le Hack, https://lehack.org/fr this saturday, on 6
Jul 2019. He states this claim in his video.
According to our sources and research, leHack is an amazing, off-the-charts hacking
conference that will take place in Paris this year. Apparently, they make great, unique and
fun challenges. Also, apparently, it is full of state-of-the-art hackers so caution is advised.

Missions
Looking at the robots.txt located at http://lictor.fr/robots.txt we see the directory “/missions/”
and in that directory we have 4 images without any explanation.
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Mission 1

Image 38: First mission titled “image003.jpg‘

Using google reverse image search We find these information:
● 10.33, -71.3216666667
● Aeropuerto Oro Negro
8MHH+X8 Santa Rosa, Zulia, Venezuela
This information is backed up by the letter from the Venezuelan Embassy
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Mission 2

Image 39: Second mission titled “image004.jpg‘

●
●

34°09'14.0"S 18°38'54.1"E
False Bay, South Africa
RJWX+C8 Khayelitsha, Cape Town, South Africa
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Mission 3

Image 40:Third mission titled “image005.jpg‘

●
●

48.696050, 6.188404
Nancy
Meurthe-et-Moselle, Grand Est, Fransa

Normal google reverse search does not work to find this location so we have cropped the
stadium in the picture and searched we found it to be the Marcel Picot Stadium. Since there
is a blurred region called “Centre de recrutement” near the park we believe this operation
involved the french army.
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Mission 4

Image 41: Fourth mission titled “image006.jpg‘

●
●

43.297150, 5.367745
20-26 Rue Caisserie, 13002 Marseille, France
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Lictor Activities:
After contacting with Lictor for a possible cyber security job vacancy for the persona Michael
Brown, we have obtained the following information:
-

Lictor’s cyber security will be meeting at the 6th of July at Porte de la Vilette in Paris
during an exhibition and will have their own stand.
Possible attack on a nuclear station/powerplant.

After contacting Lictor for a job interview for the persona Frank Johnson, we have learned
the following information:
-

Possible mission in Mali, South Africa involving firearms and possibly killing.

Contacting Jacques Poireaux as persona Ayse, we have learned the following information:
-

Jacques Poireaux works as a close combat specialist
He was involved in a mission to guard a truck full of FAMAS firearms, in Turkey.
They had abducted a Turkish person so he could make phone calls for them.

After contacting Liliana Deloup as persona Verax, we have learned the following information:
-

Liliana possibly worked with the Shadow Brokers in the past.
She is buying 0-days, remote access trojans and other malware.
She is involved in hacker groups.
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